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Abstract—This paper describes voltage and timing margins and
design trade-offs in low-cost parallel links. Results from a trans-
ceiver prototype demonstrate that per-pin skew compensation im-
proves timing margins in these parallel links and can be imple-
mented with reasonable cost overhead. Single-ended and simulta-
neous bidirectional links are viable alternatives to the traditional
differential and unidirectional systems—these links require fewer
pins and wires for the same bandwidth, and the additional noise
sources, while significant, can be managed by careful circuit and
package design.

Index Terms—Parallel links, simultaneous bidirectional links,
single-ended links, skew compensation, timing error, voltage
noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N multi-chip digital systems, the overall system perfor-
mance depends on both the on-chip computation speed and

the I/O bandwidth. The need for high I/O bandwidth has led to
the widespread use of point-to-point parallel links [1]–[4]. For
these links, the design goal is to increase the bit rate per I/O
while maintaining low cost (in area, power, and complexity)
for the I/O circuitry. The cost constraint is very important for
systems that have large numbers of high-speed I/Os.

Conventional parallel links are generally source-syn-
chronous, with a clock sent along with the data signals for
receiver timing recovery [1]. Technology scaling decreases
the cost of transistors faster than it decreases the cost of I/O
pins, making signalling setups that reduce pin count attractive
alternatives. However, these schemes introduce larger voltage
noise and hence require careful design and more complex
circuitry for robust operation. One such scheme is single-ended
signalling [2], [5]–[8], where the receiver compares each signal
to a shared reference. Noise coupled to this shared reference
voltage decreases signal margins of the links. Further reduc-
tion in pins can be achieved with simultaneous bidirectional
signalling [9]–[14], where signals in both directions are super-
imposed on the same wire. The receiver in each transceiver
subtracts its own transmit signal from the line voltage to
generate the receive signal. The coupling of the transmit signal
to the receive signal creates a number of extra noise sources,
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Fig. 1. Conventional source-synchronous unidirectional and differential
point-to-point parallel link, where the clock is sent along with data for easier
receiver timing recovery.

which also make signal margins dependent on the relative
timing of the transmit and receive signals.

Designers have used current-integration [15]–[17] to filter the
high-frequency reference noise in single-ended links. This paper
investigates the voltage noise sources in single-ended and simul-
taneous bidirectional links, and extends the use of current-inte-
gration to simultaneous bidirectional receivers.

Using low cost electrical components can also help to reduce
the cost of a system, but these wires are usually poorer in
matching and hence create larger differences in their trans-
mission delay paths. Consequently, larger inter-signal timing
skews at the receiver reduce receiver timing margins. This
paper demonstrates a per-pin skew compensation architecture
and evaluates its benefits and design trade-offs.

Section II reviews source-synchronous point-to-point parallel
link design and examines the voltage and timing errors for dif-
ferent signalling schemes. Section III describes a parallel link
test chip in detail, explaining the architecture, clock recovery,
input receiver design, and link performance. In addition to the
core functions, the chip contains some measurement and testing
circuits, such as voltage samplers to probe high-speed on-chip
signals and a number of receiver clock generation circuits to
experiment with jitter tracking. Section IV presents and inter-
prets results from the per-pin skew compensation tests, the jitter
tracking experiments and the voltage margin and voltage noise
measurements. Finally, in Section V, we summarize our findings
and discuss the implications on the design of high-performance
and low-cost parallel links.

0018–9200/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Inter-signal skew reduces timing margins at receiver. As inter-signal
skew increases, overall timing margin of the link decreases.

II. SOURCE-SYNCHRONOUSPOINT-TO-POINT PARALLEL LINK

Fig. 1 shows a conventional interface architecture that forms
the framework of modern source-synchronous point-to-point
parallel link designs. It also shows the timing of the corre-
sponding interface signals. Signalling is unidirectional and
differential, and a stream of uncoded non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
binary data is sent along each pair of tightly coupled wires. All
data signals (data[0-n]) and a reference clock signal (refClk)
are transmitted synchronously (hence the name source-syn-
chronous) on both edges of the transmitter clock (TxClk). At
the receiver, a phase-locked loop generates a global receiver
clock (RxClk) by delaying the received reference clock by half
of a bit time. This RxClk is then used to sample all incoming
data signals in the middle of their transitions to maximize
timing margins.

The presence of timing errors, however, shifts the transition
edges of the received data signals relative to the transition edges
of refClk and narrows timing margins. In parallel links, the
phase error of concern is the inter-signal phase error or, more
precisely, the deviation in phase of each data signal relative
to refClk (and hence to RxClk). This phase error can be de-
composed into a dc phase offset (skew) and the dynamic phase
noise (jitter). The inter-signal skew problem is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Any static phase offset in clock recovery shifts the sam-
pling point away from the optimal center and further narrows
the timing margins. While designers have different opinions on
the magnitude of inter-signal skew resulting from circuit mis-
matches in careful designs, most agree that the skew coming
from interconnect mismatches is becoming a problem. Delay
measurements of commercial parts have shown skews as large
as 50–60 ps per meter of cable, per meter of printed-circuit board
trace, or per connector [18], [19]. The total mismatch as a per-
centage of bit time obviously gets worse as the bit times continue
to scale.

Fortunately, skew is a static phase error and can be com-
pensated. More and more interface designs have incorporated
per-pin deskewing functions [18], [20]–[22]. On start-up, a cal-
ibration mode is initiated, where each bit’s skew relative to a
timing reference is found using some digital control logic. The
skew information is stored and is used to control the delay of an
adjustable delay chain. Either the local transmitter clock [22]
or the local receiver clock [4], [18] is shifted by this amount.
The adjustable delay chain can be realized by activating a dif-
ferent number of stages [18], [22], by adjusting the delay per
stage or by using phase interpolation [4]. In this paper, a per-pin
skew compensation architecture, using phase interpolation to
enable full-range compensation, is described in Section III, and

Fig. 3. Single-ended, simultaneous bidirectional parallel link interface.
Signals travelling in both directions are superimposed onthe same wire.
Receiver subtracts out its own transmitted waveform to recover the incoming
signal.

the measured inter-signal timing skew results from the test chip
are presented in Section IV-A.

Jitter in the received signals also reduces timing margins of
the links. Given the balanced nature of the refClk and data sig-
nals at the transmitter, the jitter in the data signals may be corre-
lated with the jitter in refClk; therefore trying to track the jitter
in refClk in receiver timing recovery circuitry may be beneficial.
We attempt to answer this question by implementing dynamic
phase noise tracking which is described in Section III, and the
experimental results of which are presented in Section IV-B.

As mentioned earlier, single-ended signalling reduces the
number of pins and wires while delivering the same total
bandwidth, but operates with reduced voltage margins because
of the presence of larger noise sources. Since each input signal
is now compared to a reference voltage , any noise on
this reference affects signal margins. The dc component of
this noise is usually called reference offset and is caused by
mismatch between the reference value and the signal swing.
The major source of ac noise is from the coupling of on-chip

and Gnd onto the signal wires. and data are coupled
to the supplies differently making rejection of power supply
noise imperfect—specifically, is more heavily coupled to
the power supply at high frequencies than each data signal, so
high-frequency power supply noise that is coupled to is
not common-mode. Even worse, the magnitude of the power
supply noise may also increase in a single-ended system,
because the power supply now acts as a shared current return
path for the I/O signals.

In addition to the noise on the reference line, another noise
source is capacitive and inductive crosstalk coupling between
signals. Unidirectional link designers need to worry about
far-end crosstalk only, which is often smaller than near-end
crosstalk.

Further pin saving is achieved in a single-ended, simultaneous
bidirectional parallel interface, illustrated in Fig. 3. Signals trav-
elling in both directions are superimposed on the same wire,
giving a tri-level resultant waveform. To recover the incoming
signal, the receiver in each transceiver must subtract its own
transmitted waveform. This is usually done by multiplexing two
shared reference voltages ( H and L) to generate the local
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Fig. 4. I/O pad placement. Data pads are laid out with different signal return
configurations to study crosstalk.

reference voltage ( [n]), which switches to track the transmit
signal.

However, noise issues grow even worse for this design due to
the extra noise sources induced by the coupling of the transmit
signal to the receive signals both on the same wire and on ad-
jacent wires. The extra noise sources caused by the coupling
of the transmit signal to the receive signal on the same wire
are often termed reverse-channel crosstalk. Clearly, mismatches
between the two reference levels reduce margins, but a differ-
ence in the timing of the transmitter output and reference also
reduces signal margins or can even cause a glitch at the receiver
input. Even worse from a noise perspective is that reflections
now directly reduce voltage margins. A single reflection of the
transmit signal due to impedance discontinuities and termina-
tion mismatches will appear as noise to the incoming signal.
Reflection noise is less of an issue for double-terminated unidi-
rectional lines since only even reflections reach the receiver. The
coupling of the transmit signal to the receive signals on adja-
cent wires is caused by direct capacitive and inductive crosstalk.
In simultaneous bidirectional links, both near-end crosstalk and
far-end crosstalk reduce voltage margins.

We present in Section IV a systematic way of measuring
the internal voltage and timing margins of links and use these
measurement results to study the effects of different signalling
setups.

III. PARALLEL LINK TRANSCEIVERTEST CHIP

The parallel link transceiver test chip was fabricated in a
0.35 m (0.4 m drawn) CMOS process. Each test chip has
eight single-ended data lines which are capable of simultaneous
bidirectional data transmission. Each pin contains high-speed
voltage samplers to display on-chip signals and to measure
internal voltage margins of the links and inter-signal crosstalk,
and per-pin timing adjustment to compensate for inter-signal
skew and to measure timing margins. The test chip also has
a set of optional unidirectional reference clock (refClk) lines,
as shown in Fig. 4, to evaluate dynamic phase noise tracking.
The test chip has three operational modes: in the default mode,
a refClk signal is unnecessary and a ‘clean’ system clock is
used for receiver clock generation; in the second mode, the
receiver timing dynamically tracks the phase noise of the
source-synchronous refClk signal; and in the third mode, the
receiver timing dynamically tracks the phase noise of a filtered

version of the refClk signal using an additional dynamic phase
noise tracking loop. The I/O pads are laid out with different
signal return configurations, also shown in Fig. 4, to study
crosstalk in parallel links. The die occupies a total area of
1.7 3.8 mm , and a die photo is shown in Fig. 5.

The transceiver architecture supports per-pin timing adjust-
ment by adding a variable delay to the global clock in each
I/O cell. Fig. 6 illustrates the receiver, which uses current-inte-
grating receivers [17]. In the calibration phase, a clock sequence
is sent along each data line, and each variable delay element is
adjusted so that RxClk is centered around the transition edges
of the calibration clock sequence at the end of the calibration
phase. Then a 90phase shift is added to each delay element so
during the data transmission phase the local RxClk is aligned in
phase with the incoming data stream. Since the actual receiver is
used for timing calibration, this architecture calibrates and com-
pensates for all static inter-signal timing errors at the receiver.

Fig. 7 shows the actual implementation, which uses phase in-
terpolation to realize the variable delay element. Using inter-
polation allows a 360 unlimited phase adjustment range and
hence there is no restriction on the timing of the incoming refClk
and data signals relative to the on-chip clocks at the receiver1 .

The core data loop consists of a shared core delay-locked loop
(DLL), a shared finite-state-machine controller (FSM), and the
eight bidirectional I/O cells. A transmitter delay-locked loop
(not shown) generates a transmitter clock (TxClk), and a fi-
nite-state-machine clock (FSMClk) at a divided-by-4 frequency.
The data source to each I/O transmitter can either be a pseudo-
random bit sequence (PRBS) or an externally loaded data pat-
tern.

The core DLL generates six differential clocks at 30phase
spacings [23], [24] that are distributed to all the I/Os using low-
swing differential buffers [25], [26]. In the default operation
mode, a ‘clean’ system clock (cleanClk) is used for clock gen-
eration2 . As mentioned earlier, on start-up, the chip undergoes
a calibration phase during which the transmitter sends a clock
stream along each data line. The data pins are calibrated se-
quentially using the shared FSM. Inside each I/O, the two cur-
rent-integrating receivers serve as phase detectors that compare
the phase of the incoming clock stream to the phase of the local
RxClk. In calibrating a data pin, the FSM takes a majority vote
of all eight early/late samples collected from its current-inte-
grating receivers in each cycle and decides which direction to
adjust the phase controls. When its RxClk is centered around
the transition of the incoming clock stream, as shown in Fig. 6,
the FSM quadrature-shifts the phase controls and stores them
inside its registers. This required quadrature phase shift is per-
formed easily by a change in phase controls—the phase moves
by three 30 clock spacings. Then the FSM advances to calibrate
the next pin. After all pins are calibrated, the FSM turns off. Data
transmission begins, and the stored phase controls inside each
I/O keeps its RxClk aligned in phase with the incoming data

1The interface functions correctly when the maximum inter-signal timing
skew between any pair of the refClk and data signals is within one cycle time
(or twice the bit time).

2For simplicity, the same ‘clean’ system clock is used in both the transmitter
chip and the receiver chip to avoid the control overhead needed to handle any
frequency difference between the transmitter and the receiver.
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Fig. 5. Die photo.

Fig. 6. Receiver section of transceiver architecture. A variable delay is added
locally to global receiver clock to support per-pin skew compensation.

stream. As mentioned earlier, a refClk signal is not needed in
this operation mode.

Fig. 8 is a schematic of the I/O front-end. The transmitter em-
ploys 2:1 multiplexing to transmit data on both clock phases.
The open drain output driver is broken down into four seg-
ments ratioed 1:2:4:4 to give eleven levels for swing control.
The swing control logic is embedded inside the transmitter data-
path. The reference-select mux is broken down into four simi-
larly weighted segments to adjust the delay of to match the
transmit signal path delay. The two shared reference voltages
( H and L) are externally adjusted to measure internal
voltage margins. The signal wire is terminated on each side with
a pMOS resistor, whose gate voltage is adjusted externally for
impedance control. On-chip voltage samplers are placed at both
the data and nodes to probe the internal signals. Finally,
two current-integrating receivers [17] are used to integrate the
input over the entire bit time, filtering out the high-frequency
noise and the potential glitch caused by mismatched and
transmit data delays.

Sampling on-chip signals is a useful technique for the
testing and measurements of integrated circuits [27], [28]. A
fast on-chip voltage sampler, illustrated in Fig. 9, is placed at
every and node to display on-chip waveforms and to
measure inter-signal crosstalk. A source follower stage between
the master and slave prevents charge-sharing between the nodes
marked ‘hold’ and ‘sample’ which would otherwise impose a
bandwidth limitation. Some glue logic allows the enabling or
disabling of each sampler and hence different sampler outputs
are multiplexed to reduce the total number of pins needed to
implement this on-chip probing technique. Using a sampling
clock (sampleClk) at a slightly lower frequency than the
on-chip periodic signal frequency , the sampler output is a
replica of the on-chip signal at the beat frequency of the two

.
The samplers need both time and voltage calibration to ensure

the accuracy of resulting waveforms. A changing value
causes the sampling pMOS pass gate to turn off at a slightly
different point on the rising edge of sampleClk. Therefore, the
sampler output exhibits a voltage-dependent time shift that also
depends on the slew rate of sampleClk. This time shift is mea-
sured to be an almost linear function: 12 ps for every 100 mV
that is below the supply. Voltage calibration is also nec-
essary to compensate for nonlinearity of the samplers and up to
100 mV of random offsets.

Another on-chip measurement circuit is the dynamic phase
noise tracking loop. As mentioned earlier, given the balanced
nature of the refClk and data lines at the transmitter, the phase
noise in each received data signal may be correlated with the
phase noise in the received refClk; therefore, tracking the
dynamic phase variations in refClk at the receiver timing (by
moving the local RxClk of each data pin) may be beneficial.
The delay in the core data loop clock generation limits the
bandwidth of this tracking. Therefore if the phase noise is
higher in frequency than this bandwidth, or the phase noise on
the inputs is uncorrelated, trying to track the noise will decrease
the overall quality of the link.

The delay through most of the circuit stages in the clock gen-
eration loop scales with the bit time ( )—the only excep-
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Fig. 7. Transceiver implementation (core data loop). Core DLL generates six differential clocks at 30spacings that are phase-interpolated to generate a local
receiver clock (RxClk) of unlimited phase range in each I/O.

Fig. 8. I/O front-end, using segmented open-drain output driver and
current-integrating receivers.

tion is in the differential-to-single-ended converter and its sub-
sequent buffers. The delay also depends on the phase settings in-
side each I/O cell. The maximum total delay from the received
refClk to the local RxClks ( ) is roughly 3.3 5 FO4,
where FO4, fanout-of-4 delay, is the delay of an inverter driving
a load of four identical inverters. Theoretically, if tracking re-
sults in a phase shift of less than 90, the correction is in the

right direction and hence is beneficial. Using this phase rela-
tionship, the maximum ‘track-able’ noise frequency is equal to
1/(4 ).

To test whether clock jitter tracking will help in this type of
link, the clock for the core DLL has three possible sources as
outlined earlier. The default is to use the ‘clean’ clock, an ex-
ternal reference that is driven into the chip. If the main phase
noise is below the track-bandwidth allowed by the clock buffer
delay, feeding in the received refClk should improve perfor-
mance. On the other hand, if the phase noise is mostly above
the track-bandwidth, but there also is low frequency phase noise,
then using a filtered version of the received refClk would per-
form best. This option is also possible in the test chip by using an
phase noise tracking loop, as shown in Fig. 10—the phase noise
of the input refClk is filtered by using it to drive the feedback
on another DLL. Thus the output of this DLL contains only the
low frequency phase noise of the received refClk.

We test the data communication between two chips for link
performance. Each data channel consists of bond wires, package
wiring, PC board (GETEK) traces totalling6 inches (3 inches
on each board, drawn radially from the package to balance the
traces), a coaxial cable ranging from 36 to 42 inches and some
SMA connectors. The link speed is limited by clock generation,
which was designed for a clock period of 8 fanout-of-4 delays
(FO4 193 ps in this process). At 3.3-V supply, the bidirec-
tional links achieve a data rate of 2.4 Gb/s/pin (1.2 Gb/s in each
direction) with no reception error observed for the entire testing
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Fig. 9. On-chip voltage sampler (buffered sample and hold).

Fig. 10. Dynamic phase noise tracking loop. The received refClk signal is
filtered by another dual-loop DLL.

period of more than 15 hours, representing a bit-error rate (BER)
8 10 . At this data rate, the links require a minimum

signal swing of 194 mV on each side in the pins with worst-case
crosstalk. The chip dissipates1 W total power when all the
links are running at 2.4 Gb/s/pin at their largest swings (about
430 mV) and when all on-chip measurement blocks are active.

IV. V OLTAGE AND TIMING NOISE MEASUREMENTS

With the built-in testing and measurement capabilities, we
are able to measure the internal voltage and timing margins of
the links, illustrated in Fig. 11, in a systematic way and study
the voltage and timing noise sources. To measure voltage mar-
gins, the links are first calibrated by setting at the middle
of the nominal signal swing . Keeping the phase controls

inside all I/O cells (and hence the positions of all local RxClks)
fixed, is moved up and down, and the first boundary points
at which each link starts to fail are recorded, the difference of
which is the voltage margin. This measurement has a 1-mV res-
olution. To measure timing margins, we set at the middle
of the nominal signal swing and calibrate the links. Then, while
keeping fixed, we measure the timing margin of each link,
by shifting the local RxClk at nominal timing steps equal to
8.7 ps in both directions. The boundary points at which bit er-
rors start to appear are recorded, and the interval between these
two points is the timing margin.

The signal margins of bidirectional links are measured in sim-
ilar steps. Because the transmitter output swing is fairly linear
in bidirectional signalling, a fixed L equal to
below the supply is used. The voltage margin of each link is
measured by varying H while keeping RxClk fixed. The
timing margin is measured by shifting RxClk while keeping

H fixed. Each passing value in the signal margin measure-
ments has a BER 10 . Unless otherwise specified, all mea-
surements are taken with all of the circuit blocks turned on to
simulate the power supply noise in a real mixed-signal system.

A. Inter-signal Timing Skew

To test the per-pin skew compensation capability, two sets of
experiments are carried out using the setup described earlier.
In both tests, the unidirectional links run at 1.2 Gb/s at their
maximum swings. Calibration results are shown in Fig. 12. The
bars3 show receiver timing margins of different signal pins,4

their calibrated eye centers, and ideal eye centers.
Initially we used a 36-inch cable in each data channel and

carefully match the delays of all paths. The links are calibrated,
and the results show a maximum phase difference of 191 ps in
the calibrated eye centers between the fastest pin (data[1]) and

3The positions of the centers and the widths of the eyes are scaled appropri-
ately by the bar charts.

4Unfortunately, data[6] is mistakenly bonded to a non-I/O pin and its mea-
surement results are ignored.
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Fig. 11. Voltage and timing margins of links.

Fig. 12. Receiver timing margins for skew compensation tests. Calibrated eye
centers shift as skews increase.

the slowest pin (data[7]). The on-chip data waveforms indicate
that approximately 100 ps of this difference is due to inter-signal
skew, about half of which can be attributed to differences in the
signal traces in the packages used. The calibration results show
one possible problem with our calibration scheme. For the sig-
nals with significant neighbor coupling (data[4], data[5], and
data[7]), the crossing point between the signal and moves
by about 90 ps when the neighbor signals transition in sync
with the signal compared to when the neighbor signals are idle.
These two components account for the observed 191 ps max-
imum phase difference in the calibrated eye centers. Then cables
ranging from 36 to 42 inches in length are used to deliberately
introduce more skew. Calibrated eye centers shift as skews in-
crease, showing that the circuit is able to deal with larger skews
without reducing timing margins.

The overhead for implementing this per-pin skew compensa-
tion scheme is modest. The phase muxes, phase interpolator, and
associated registers double the size of the I/O cell, and the total
area becomes 192 275 m . The static currents in the phase
muxes, phase interpolator and differential-to-single-ended con-
verter draw an additional 13.7 mW of power per I/O cell.

Fig. 13. Receiver timing margins of undirectional links using different clock
inputs to core DLL. Using clean Clk results in largest timing margins, and using
received refClk gives smallest margins, showing that the phase noise contains
mainly high-frequency components.

B. Dynamic Phase Noise

To evaluate dynamic phase noise characteristics of interface
signals, receiver timing margins of unidirectional links are mea-
sured using the three different inputs to the core data loop. The
results are shown in Fig. 13 for the three pins with different
signal return configurations, specifically data[0], data[1], and
data[5], running at 900 Mbp/s unidirectional data rate. Our ear-
lier analytical model predicts a maximum noise tracking fre-
quency of about 52 MHz at this data rate.

The data clearly indicates that for this system the dominant
phase noise is high-frequency noise, an expected result for a
DLL-based system. Since there are no voltage-controlled os-
cillators (VCOs) to accumulate jitter near the loop bandwidth,
most of the jitter is likely to be cycle-to-cycle jitter. As men-
tioned earlier, if the refClk signal carries both high-frequency
and low-frequency noise, using the filtered refClk will give the
best performance among all three options. Therefore, the fact
that using the filtered refClk is also worse than using cleanClk
indicates that this system experiences very little low-frequency
phase drift. The extra jitter in the filtered refClk, resulted from
the phase noise tracking loop circuitry, reduces receiver timing
margins. One interesting result is that timing margins degrade
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Fig. 14. Voltage margins of unidirectional and bidirectional links as signal
swings vary.

from data[0] to data[1] to data[5] in all operation modes as
inter-signal crosstalk increases. These voltage margins are fur-
ther described in the next section.

C. Voltage Noise

To characterize the voltage noise sources, we measure
voltage and timing margins of different signal pins in both
unidirectional and simultaneous-bidirectional operations under
different conditions by varying the transmission signal swings.
The data points give a set of roughly straight lines which allow
us to analyze the voltage noise sources and extract their values.
Fig. 14 illustrates some of the measurement results for data[0]
and data[5] transmitting PRBS data at 1.2 Gb/s unidirectional
data rate or 2.4 Gb/s bidirectional data rate.

We define voltage margin as the difference between the dc
voltage swing and the total noise, and postulate that the voltage
noise sources decompose into two groups: noise sources which
are fixed in value and noise sources whose values change pro-
portionally to the signal swing. The negative value of the-in-
tercept is the fixed noise, and the slope of the line corresponds
to (1 - proportional noise). Using a linear fit to analyze the data
points for unidirectional data[0] when all other data signals are
idle, we see about 75 mV of fixed noise and 33% proportional
noise.

We find that more than half of the proportional voltage loss
can be attributed to the way we define the signal swing, which
we have defined to be the difference in dc levels when the trans-
mitter outputs a ‘1’ and a ‘0’ permanently. However, when a bit
stream with alternating zeros and ones is transmitted, the signal
swings to only about 83% of the dc swing at the midpoints of
the bit time. This 17% signal loss includes the attenuation in the
transmitter board trace, which is measured to be 3%. Measure-
ments show that another 3% is lost in the receiver board trace,
and the channel loss in the cable is small enough to be ignored.
Using the on-chip voltage samplers, we find that capacitive cou-
pling from the signal onto its local induces a proportional

Fig. 15. Extracted fixed noise and proportional noise from voltage margin
measurements.

noise of about 3% at the receiver end, and that reflection noise
is small in this doubly terminated unidirectional link. Since all
other data pins are idle in this set of measurements, there is no
crosstalk from them. The refClk pins are always on, and their
toggling activities induce a 4% crosstalk on data[0]. The pro-
portional noise components we have identified add up to 27%.

Because we adjust the reference voltage directly in measuring
the internal voltage margins, any receiver offset in an individual
receiver or any reference offset is eliminated from the voltage
margin measurement results. However, any difference in the re-
ceiver offsets of the two current-integrating receivers forms an-
other source of fixed noise. Coupling onto the reference line
seems to be the dominant source of fixed noise in data[0] and
is caused mainly by internal clock coupling. We measure each
noise component separately by considering the effect on the
differential signal ( [0] - [0]). The coupling from the
transmitter clock (38 mV) is correlated with data signal transi-
tions; the coupling from the receiver clock (42 mV) depends on
the phase control settings; the coupling from the system clock
input (28 mV) and the coupling from the sampling clock for the
on-chip voltage samplers (close to 0 mV) are uncorrelated to
the signal transitions. Therefore, in the worst case, these noise
sources add up constructively. The fixed noise extracted from
the earlier voltage margin measurements is smaller than the
summation of the measured peak-to-peak values of these cou-
pling noise components, showing that the averaging effect of
current integrating receivers improves signal margins.

We also measure individual noise components of the other
data pins and observe consistent noise behavior when only
the measured pin is active and all the others are idle. Then we
measure their voltage margins when all data signals transmit
PRBS data. A summary of the extracted voltage noise values
for data[0], data[1], and data[5] is shown in the tables in Fig. 15.
The fixed noise across these three pins spans a range of only
11 mV, providing evidence for consistent fixed noise sources
in all pins.

However, the proportional noise differs significantly for pins
with different signal return configurations due to the different
forms of crosstalk, with data[5] consistently having the largest
proportional noise. Interestingly, the proportional noise in
data[1] is very close to that in data[0] in both unidirectional
and bidirectional operations, showing that using a supply
pin for every two I/O signals gives approximately the same
performance as having alternating power and signal pins. The
near-end crosstalk from the transmit signal to the receive signal
on the same wire contributes to the increase in proportional
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Fig. 16. Bidirectional on-chip signals. Voltage margin falls to a minimum
when the transmit and receive signals are in quadrature phase as shown.

noise in all pins as the links go from unidirectional to simulta-
neous bidirectional signalling.

As noted earlier, the voltage margin of a bidirectional link
may change as the phase relationship between the transmit and
receive signals varies. Fig. 16 shows 2.2-Gb/s 280-mV-swing
bidirectional on-chip signals. When the receive and transmit
signals are set up to be in quadrature phase as shown, the
voltage margin generally falls to a minimum. In this design,
the switching of the reference and the transmitter output is well
matched, and the induced glitch is small. The effect of this
glitch is further reduced by the current-integrating receivers.
In fact, varying the phase relationship across the bit time
changes voltage margins by only 20 mV for these signals,
which represents a proportional voltage noise of about 7%, and
has no appreciable effect on timing margins. This observation
is the combined effect of mismatched timing and any reflection
of the transmit signal.

As we can see, single-ended signalling and simultaneous bidi-
rectional signalling save pins and wires but create larger voltage
noise and hence require larger signal swings to achieve the same
data rate when compared to the traditional differential and uni-
directional system.

V. CONCLUSION

Voltage and timing error sources limit the performance
of a link and affect its robustness. The voltage and timing
errors unique in parallel links, such as inter-signal timing skew
and inter-signal crosstalk, impose greater challenges as the
performance increases. Mass integration of I/Os requires low
cost per I/O, and the use of low-cost solutions, such as using
cheaper electrical components, single-ended signalling, and
simultaneous bidirectional signalling, further increases the
voltage and timing errors.

Experimental results from a parallel link transceiver pro-
totype have shown that per-pin skew compensation improves
timing margins in high-performance parallel links and can be
implemented with a reasonable cost overhead. The phase noise

in high-speed interface signals carries significant high-fre-
quency components, and experimental results have shown that
the clock buffer delay makes tracking the jitter of a source-syn-
chronous reference clock in the receiver difficult. Using a
‘clean’ clock for receiver timing recovery clock generation
is the best strategy for jitter. Low-frequency phase drifts in
the signals can be compensated by a periodic calibration in a
system capable of skew compensation, making the source-syn-
chronous reference clock signal unnecessary.

Measurement results also show that single-ended and simul-
taneous bidirectional links are viable alternatives to the tradi-
tional differential, unidirectional systems. They allow signifi-
cant pin saving for the same bandwidth. The additional voltage
noise sources, while significant, can be managed by careful de-
sign in circuits and in packaging.
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